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OBJECTIVES OF RTRS FIELD TRIP

- DEMONSTRATE THE POSITIVE IMPACT OF RTRS CERTIFICATION
- INCREASE KNOWLEDGE ON THE OPERATION OF RTRS CERTIFIED FARMS IN BRAZIL
- ENHANCE COMMUNICATION AND THE INTEGRATION OF THE RESPONSIBLE SOY SUPPLY CHAIN
WHERE, WHEN AND HOW?

➢ BRAZIL (second largest producer of soy in the world)

➢ THE FIELD VISIT IS DIVIDED INTO TWO GROUPS:

○ GROUP 1 (Mato Grosso, agricultural frontier and close to Amazon Biome)
  Date: 22 - 25 FEBRUARY 2015
  - Tucunáre Farm (Amaggi)
    - Large scale farm. RTRS certified since 2011. Other certifications: ProTerra, ISCC
  - Farm 2 and 3 (Individual farms)
    – Medium sized farms. Under RTRS certification process. Other certification: No

○ GROUP 2 (Goiás, Cerrado Biome):
  Date: 23 - 25 FEBRUARY 2015
  - Pamplona Farm (SLC)
    - Large scale farm. RTRS certified since 2011. Other certifications: UTZ, Cotton
  - Santo Antonio Do Mato Alto Farm (AT group certification)
    - Medium sized. RTRS certified since 2014. Other certification: No
AGENDA GROUP 1 (MATO GROSSO)

- **Sunday (22.02)** - Meeting up and welcome dinner at Hotel, Cuiabá, MT *(Hotel Deville Prime Cuiabá Hotel)*

- **Monday (23.02)** - Travel to Campo Novo do Parecis and visit Farm 1 (Tucunaré) *(Vans will leave Hotel Deville Prime Cuiabá Hotel early)*

- **Tuesday (24.02)** - Visit Farm 2 and 3 *(Whole day visit)*

- **Wednesday (25.02)** - Travel back to Cuiabá and Brasília, DF *(Expected to be back in Cuiabá around lunch in order to take evening flights to Brasília)*

* Reservation, costs for flights to (and inside Brazil), hotel accommodation and food are under participant’s responsibility

**Extra logistical cost will be added for the field trip: 150,00 euros per person (include cost for vans and transportation to the farms, multi-language guides and welcome dinner)*
AGENDA GROUP 2
( GOIÁS )

- **Monday (23.02)** - Meeting up and welcome dinner at Hotel, Brasília, DF
  *(Royal Tulip Brasília Alvorada Hotel)*

- **Tuesday (24.02)** - Visit Farm 1 (Pamplona, SLC)

- **Wednesday (25.02)** - Visit Farm 2 (Santo Antonio Do Mato Alto Farm, a farm under Alianca da Terras group certification)

* Reservation, costs for flights to (and inside Brazil), hotel accommodation and food are under participant’s responsibility
**Extra logistical cost will be added for the field trip: 150,00 euros per person (include cost for vans and transportation to the farms, multi-language guides and welcome dinner)*
REGISTRATION

AT THE FOLLOWING LINK:
http://goo.gl/forms/tZz7QoHQgk

LAST DAY FOR REGISTRATION: 16TH JANUARY 2015
Places are limited!
REMEMBER

✓ Flying direct from Europe to the capital Brasilia is possible. Check with Air France or TAP!

✓ Group 1 delegates (Mato Grosso) must be in Cuiabá not later than 22.02, as the Vans will leave the Hotel Deville on 23.02 in the morning

✓ The name of the hotel (s) in Campo Novo do Parecis where group 1 will be staying, will be sent to delegates at the end of January. Remember to make your reservation!

✓ Group 1 delegates (Mato Grosso) who will attend the CGF workshop in Brasilia (26.02) should have booked their domestic flight from Cuiaba - Brasilia in advance. We will be arriving in Cuiabá on the 25.02 after lunch! We suggest to book the evening flights

✓ Detailed day-by-day agenda will be sent to all participants at the end of January
Questions, doubts, feedbacks?

Daniel.meyer@responsiblesoy.org
www.responsiblesoy.org